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It is so nice to be back at Christ the King Retreat Center after a 19 month COVID 

absence. CTK provides a much needed spiritual respite for our urban-raised 

students. We love coming to this very special place, this holy ground, to reflect on 

our relationships with ourselves, families, friends, and God. The retreats we offer to our students are 

transformational. Their success is due in no small part to this beautiful location. I cannot speak highly 

enough of the administrative, housekeeping, maintenance, and dining room staff. In addition, the 

Passionist community of priests and brothers is always available to fulfill our sacramental needs. Our 

high school students are appreciative of the opportunity to strengthen their relationships with each 

other at a facility that is conducive to prayerful reflection 

Spiritual formation is so important for all of us, but especially high school students. In this sometimes 

confusing and surreal world we live in, young people, especially, need to experience God's unconditional 

love which can provide the stability and clarity they so much need at this time and throughout their 

lives. 
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Being able to come on retreat at Christ the King really allowed me to get 
close to people that I may not have known before and see God in them 
through the love they’ve shown me and the love that I reciprocate back to 

them. Christ the King, specifically, temporarily removed me from the stress and worries of 
everyday life in the City and surrounded me with nature and everything that God created. The 
experience continues to impact me as I have a greater appreciation of everything in life, both big 
and small, every single day. 
 
When I went on my Kairos retreat, I was greatly impacted and I felt a lot of love and still 
continue to feel it to this day through the friendships and relationships that I have made from 
then to now. I saw becoming a student leader as a way of taking the love and support that I 
received and paying it forward to my classmates and incoming seniors, making sure that they 
felt loved and supported as well. I see the spiritual formation of youth as very important, 
especially in these trying times and I feel that helping guide others through that process will 
allow for a brighter future. 
 

 


